
Education around diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) is
important. It should also be intentional because having conversations

around identity and community is personal, even in the workplace.
Berry's Office of Diversity and Belonging and the Rome Floyd

Chamber of Commerce is happy to partner in offering Good Neighbor
Trainings to the Berry community and Rome Floyd Chamber members.

The trainings approach DEIB in a meaningful way that meets each
participant where they are at. They also lean on the wisdom and
knowledge of DEIB experts from the King Center, the Center of

Justice and Peacebuilding, and other restorative leaders in the field. 
 
 

 Public trainings are offered monthly, campus-wide, and to
 Rome Floyd Chamber members in the Berry College Intercultural

Center. Private trainings can be booked by Berry students, faculty,
and staff. Most options can be tailored for specific time limitations or
office needs. For more information or to book a training, please email

Diversity@Berry.edu or visit the following link:
bit.ly/BookDBTraining

 

GOOD NEIGHBOR
TRAININGS



NONVIOLENCE365
As the inaugural digital course, the Nonviolence365®

Masterclass Edition provide insight into Dr. Martin Luther
King’s Nobel Peace Prize-winning strategy to prepare
people across the globe to embrace nonviolence as a

lifestyle and as a vehicle for social change.
 

THE BIAS CHALLENGE
Implicit biases are something everybody has, but
may not be aware of. This workshop focuses on
recognizing and acknowledging our own biases

and how we can intentionally make change. 

INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP
"Inclusive leaders allow people to put down their

armor and pick up their courage to be themselves at
work." This training equips leaders to create and lead

diverse teams and workplaces.
 

SAFE SPACE SERIES 
LGBTQIA individuals frequently find themselves

excluded and uncomfortable in a variety of settings. This
workshop aims to reduce the often unwelcoming and even
hostile environments in which LGBTQIA people navigate

in their daily lives.

THE D&B
BLUEPRINT

Get an overview of the Culture
of Belonging and how our

office serves campus and the
strategy of seeing diversity,

equity, inclusion, and belonging
happen sustainably in the Berry

community.

WHAT IS DEIB
We hear and read Diversity,

Equity, Inclusion, and Belonging a
lot. What do those actually mean
and why should it matter to each

person. This workshop walks
through that in a personal and

relatable way. 

LEADING 
 RESTORATIVE

CONVERSATIONS
Sometimes, conversations

regarding diversity and inclusions
can be complex. That doesn't mean

the conversations shouldn't
happen. Learn how to lead and

facilitate restorative conversations
that lead to change. 

BE THE BRIDGE
Created by Latasha Morrison, Be the Bridge provides a

Christian faith-based framework for working through a college
campus’ tough racial history and current racial tensions that

exist today. The process of truth-telling, confession, grace, and
justice will build unity and empower lasting and true change.

 

 

Created & Led by Dr. Vonnetta West of The King Center

Created & Led by The King Center

In collaboration with the Chaplain's Office & WinShape Foundation
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